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May 14, 2006 Symphony of Peace Prayers is around the corner. 
If you are planning on having a peace prayer Link-IN, please let us know. 
Send the information to Fuji Sanctuary, e-mail: international@byakko.org

The name of your city or town and your country is enough. 
During last year Symphony of Peace Prayers , over 70 Link-IN took place creating a wonderful web of light. 

JOIN US again this year, the ceremony is a very important step toward the 2007 event. INFINITE PEACE, INFINITE LIGHT. 

http://www.byakko.org
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we progress toward the light, is Mrs. 
Saionji. Masami Sensei’s mission on 
this planet is of huge proportions. 

She is at present in the USA. After 
two weeks of travel through various cit-
ies in the US and hours upon hours of 
continuous prayers, the dimension in 
the US has reached a level beyond what 
she was expecting. The purpose of her 
trip is about the rise in the dimensional 
level of the country. 

Recently, she informed us that the 
mean dimensional level in the US has 
been raised from below 3. to 3.68. 
Though the level had been raised above 
3. before, it was not stable. The huge 
pull exercised by the negative energy 
of thoughts and actions was enough to 
bring the level back down to a low level 
of vibrations. 

A harmonized energy level across the 
planet is necessary for safe evolution-
ary processes and for the harmonious 
movements of the universe. As well 
Masami Sensei has explained that this 
rise in the planetary energy level will 
insure a very successful event in 2007 at 
the Fuji Sanctuary, which is today the 
highest magnetic energy field on the 
earth, with amazing and positive con-
sequences worldwide. 

We look very much forward to hear 
from Masami Sensei more details 
about her work there, (though some 
cannot be disclosed) and are antici-
pating her return to Japan. 

With Infinite Peace, Infinite Love.
Jinrui Soku Kami Nari. Nicole. 

Divine friends, friends of peace, 
Infinite gratitude to each and every-

one for joining in the various events, 
prayer ceremonies, calls for special 
energy work from afar all along these 
years. Lending your infinite power, 
light and energy toward the creation of 
a new culture on earth, together with 
the many many people worldwide, we 
are helping birth the age of Spirit, of 
infinite freedom, of infinite peace and 
harmony with ourselves, thus with oth-
ers, the earth and all its life. It is an ex 

traordinary undertaking that we all 
have agreed to take part in, as we de-
scended on the earth plane again this 
time. 

As we are growing stronger in our 
divine re-naissance, and are adjusting to 
our light and power, we can be of better 
assistance to others on the path, help-
ing people realize that only through 
the transformation of the self (thought 
patterns in particular), can we usher in 
the new world we are speaking of. One 
person that we help most however as 
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Anchoring the Ultimate Universal Light, 
Fuji Sanctuary, March 5th, April 9th 

After a brief greeting from the Board 
member, we recited together “How man 
should reveal his inner self ” in Japanese 
and English, followed by a ten minute 
Touitsu prayer, and the recitation of the  
49 Words of Infinite Light with IN. 

The world peace prayer ceremony with 
the national flags and JRSKN IN be-
gan after we made the brief declaration 
: “For the bright future of our earth, we 
will now begin the world peace prayers 
with IN.” (This is very important point, 
as from this year our focus is to  perform 
IN for a bright future instead of for the 
purification of the past). 

It was a clear a blue sky , Mt. Fuji was 
beautifully white, with a cute ‘spaceship-
cloud’ on top that would appear and dis-
appear numerous times. 

The flag ceremony concluded with the 
earth flag, and after “May peace be in 
all the other regions of the world”, we 
continued with declaring “May peace 
prevail on earth ~ Jinruisokukaminari” 
21 times, and performed the IN of Jin-
ruisokukaminari at the end.
Masami Sensei’ speech excerpts:

I feel everyone’s awareness now --as 
I am on the stage, I see the thoughts 
of everyone here, even those in the 
farther end of the field, and I feel 
the awareness/thoughts/feelings of 

everyone who is here or want to be 
here. Even of those people in differ-
ent countries. They are here praying 
with us, listening and participating as 
a consciousness -body. ...

In the future we will not even need 
to perform the IN! We perform the 
IN now because we are in the process 
of becoming what we really are. As 
we are still at the crossing point from 
our past selves to our divine selves, we 
think “I want to become more loving, 
I want to become more forgiving, I 
want to become more successful, etc.” 
we need to perform IN to express our 
divinity and build confidence. Be-
cause we think we are not so loving or 
forgiving or successful just now. Our 
awareness will make this great shift 
for us. As long as we feel “I want to~” 
we are not yet there.

Unless we are aware of this differ-
ence we cannot become truly what we 
wish to become. It is the difference 
between:  “I want to become more 
loving and divine” and “Humanity is 
one and I love all!”

The former words are the necessary 
step towards the latter. Just as we per-
form IN to make divine truth a part 
of our daily habits. Unconsciously we 
emit negative words and thoughts be-

cause of our past habits....
Acting as representatives for hu-

manity, we work through this process 
of manifesting our divinity. There are 
very few people who are truly mani-
festing their divinity on this planet. 
There are also many saints and sages 
who are here from a higher plane 
working to emit their light and truth 
for humanity. Yet, they cannot change 
humanity. ...

We are changing humanity by 
changing ourselves. ...

Your belief will also start to play a 
big part in the shifts that take place in 
your life and the world. How deeply 
and completely can you believe? 

Because anything is truly possible. 
We can manifest anything. We strive 
to manifest ourselves perfect and di-
vine: ‘Waresokukaminari’. No matter 
what happens: terrorist attack, earth-
quake, flooding, sickness, etc, when 
we are able to remember instanta-
neously “We are divine. I am light! 
Everything is okay. I am happy! I am 
complete!” Not to look at the present 
fading away, but unconsciously recall 
“We are all divine.”...

We are all one and connected. The 
energy of love connects us and when 
we think of someone and send our 
prayers, it is instantaneously felt by 
the recipient. There is no time gap 
in this exchange. When you think 
“Oh I’d love to see Mr. D,” Mr. D 
will think of wanting to see you, too. 

Prayer Members performing JRSKN IN, Prayer Field Fuji Sanctuary

Kai Neptune NM Member, March 5th
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When you think “Oh, I’d like to call 
Miss O.” then Miss O happens to call 
you moments later. Unconsciously we 
will express words of love and truth. 
They will overflow naturally once they 
are in our subconscious thought hab-
its. Everything happens first through 
our awareness.... When we perform 
INs our future and humanity’s im-
mediately become peaceful and full 
of happiness. The INs help to harmo-
nize with the Divine Dimension. As 
we perform the INs, our ‘Waresokuka-
minari’ appears completely...

In the future, ‘Waresokukaminari’ 
(I am a divine being) will become the 
core of education. ...

The members and participants 
of Byakko are all so youthful and 
beautiful! This is because we do not 
have attachments. We are beings of 
FREEDOM! Everything we do is 
done in freedom and it is one of the 
most important thing in a human 
life. We perform IN in freedom, we 
have the choice to pray or not to pray, 
to become a member or not to stay 
a member, to come to a ceremony 
or not, etc. Most people today have 
become hard and do not live in free-
dom. Their awareness does not allow 
them freedom. Everything should be 
free-flowing, like water....

Members are reciting the prayers in each lan-
guage while doing JRSKN IN short form

Yuka Saionji addressing the members

Only a fraction of us, 
0.000000000001% on this earth 
know of our divinity  . The world we 
see around us now is of a very low di-
mension: courts of law, governments, 
education, etc. are deciding what is 
good/bad, correct/mistaken, all based 
on a limited human knowledge. The 
thoughts of most people, such as “I 
must make lots of money. I/they must 

graduate from a top university. I/we 
must buy a house. I must buy the 
newest in fashion.” etc. are not free. 
These are thoughts of people overly 
concerned of their neighbor’s opin-
ions. Yet, magnificent souls are being 
born....

It was Goi Sensei’s message that 
“We have done enough to purify and 
help the world. We have graduated 
the process of purifying and now the 
people of each country must awaken 
to Waresokukaminari and Jinruisoku
kaminari.” 

This means the people of each coun-
try must take responsibility and learn 
the divine truths themselves. Unless 
WE change the world, nothing will 
change! Including education, govern-
ment, and everything....

“America is in a state of manifest-
ing a hurricane of anger, resentment, 
jealousy, fear, greed, and is in a great 
need of our prayers. Whenever you 
have a moment please pray for Amer-
ica. Whenever you have some time, 
please travel to America and pray for 
the mission of America. “

This was a message that came from 
Goi-sensei right at this moment I 
personally had no intention of voic-
ing these negative words! America is 
a country that has finally reached the 
3D dimension. 

Please read the full text of the March 
ceremony at your leisure. Taking advan-
tage of Nana Maru and Board members 
gatherings in various countries, Ma-
sami Sensei asked the members to con-
nect with them and together help raise 
the dimension of Europe (3.75), South 
America (3.7), North America . The di-

mension of the US rose to 3.4 after the 
special prayers performed in the Prayer 
Field. 

With Infinite gratitude to all the 
members and overseas prayer friends for 
giving of their infinite power and en-
ergy. 

Fumi J. Stewart , NM member presents the 
US flag, April 9 , Fuji Sanctuary

Masami Sensei is absent today, due 
to an important divine task scheduled 
to go on until the  end of this month.  
We understand that the world situa-
tion is tense enough to force her ab-
sence. 

I would appreciate your praying for 
the accomplishment of her great mis-
sion whenever you have time.

In her absence, the three vice-chair-
persons will lead today’s ceremony.

As well , from this month on, we 
will perform the world peace prayer in 
the national language of each country, 
as we prepare for May 14, Symphony 
of Peace Prayers Ceremony and May 
20, 2007 Grand Ceremony. 

Mr. Tanaka reported on the success of 
the ongoing overseas divine activities in 
South America and Eastern Europe and 
asked for continued energy support as 
similar activities led by the board mem-
bers are going on in Western/Southern  
Europe, and from then on, in Asia, the 
US and Australia , concluding in June.

April 9, Mr. Tanaka’ short 
message to the members
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Anchoring the Ultimate Universal Light
Creating a Magnetic Field 

of Light Resonance
Fuji Sanctuary Prayer Field 

Ceremony June 4
From 11:00 am to 13:00 pm

Each of Your PRAYERS is LIGHT to HUMANITY
Join us, in Prayers for World Peace, LINK IN, 

Meditations, prayer circles, etc. 
Together, we ARE building a brilliant magnetic field of 
light that is contributing to the reversal of the nega-
tive patterns of consciousness build up over centu-

ries.
INFINITE LIGHT, INFINITE JOY, INFINITE PEACE 

The Sun and Fuji san in a grand embrace of Light , shining over 
Fuji Sanctuary 

Ceremony for the Descent of 
Ultimate Universal Light

June 4, 2006, Fuji Sanctuary

International News & Informa-
tion

Kokyuhou IN updates ! 
Kokyuhou Ware Soku Kami Nari IN will not be taught 
anymore. 
Masami Sensei has recently announced that the mission 
of this IN was fulfilled. The number of members who 
have received the IN both in Japan and overseas starting 
last year doubled or more. Combining numbers and each 
person’s increased awareness of Ware Soku Kami Nari (I 
am a divine being) was sufficient to help strengthen the 
pool of energy , making it possible for other people to 
learn JRSKN Kokyuhou IN directly. This is a very good 

news, it means the number of people who will be able to 
practice this IN until May 20, 2007 will also increase, a 
most needed energy which will have a great impact on the 
ceremony and the world at large. 
The conditions to receive this IN are : To be a Shinjin and or 
a Satellite member, to perform JRSKN IN (regular) 350 
times before receiving Kokyuhou JRSKN IN. 
Certified Instructors in various cities and countries are 
now available. Most of them are Nana Maru. You may 
check the Byakko web site for Nana Maru overseas con-
tacts list, as well get in touch with us for information. 

Attention SHINJIN ! Anchoring the Infi-
nite Light from the Universe , Special IN
This IN can be taught only to Shinjin who have learned 
the Kokyuhou breathing technique and can perform the 
Kokyuhou JRSKN IN. This IN is specifically done over-
seas, so as to help raise the dimensional level of an area. 
We would  like to see this IN spread to Shinjin as much 
as possible. Please get in touch with us or directly with a 
Certified Instructor (Nana Maru) in your area and learn 
how to perform this IN. The power of the Shinjin has got-
ten that HUGE, infinite JOY! 

Monica Simone, Shinjin, performs JRSKN Kokyuhou IN prior to 
doing the special In, Teotihuacan Mexico

May 20, 2007 Symphony of Peace Prayers, 
NETWORK !
A flyer is in the process, information and updates will 
be posted on the web site following the ceremony next 
month (May 14). From June on, an elected team will 
begin working on all aspects and logistics. Let us do our 
best to make this event a planetary event of big propor-
tions, not so much in numbers as much as in the energy 
that will be released and spread worldwide, the effects on 
the shift in consciousness that will ensue. Infinite power, 
infinite energy, infinite creativity, infinite LOVE. 

Peace Prayers in Each National Language
Started this month and until May 2007, we will pray the 
prayer for world peace in each national language. We in-
vite you to join us in this powerful prayer. A booklet and 
a CD with the exact pronunciation of each prayer is avail-
able from the Fuji Sanctuary and Nana Maru overseas. 
Please get in touch if you wish a to receive a copy, feel free 
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2006 Overseas Goshinji Updates
Mr. Yoshioka and Mr. Akiyama are back after a long trip 
in Eastern Europe. (Poland, Hungary, Czech, Romania)
They met with Shinjin, Satellite members and Nana Maru 
as well as friends who support the work of Byakko. We 
feel sure the light and the peacefulness they brought and 
shared will have many repercussions in Eastern Europe 
and by extension the world. Infinite gratitude to all Shin-
jin, Satellite members and Nana Maru for this powerful 
work. 
From the end of May, Mr.Tanaka /Akiyama will visit Sri 
Lanka, India, The Philippines, Australia and New Zea-
land; Mr. Maeda /Yuzawa will go to Mongolia, Singapore, 
Thailand, Indonesia and Vietnam; while Mr. Suganuma/
Kikkawa will go to the US East coast/West coast. For in-
formation on the detailed schedule, get in touch with us 
or the Nana Maru in the area. Please try to meet them 
whenever possible for this important energy work. 

International Lecturer Course 
The name for overseas Byakko Lecturers has been changed 
to International Lecturers. The date-line for this year 
course is May 15, 2006. 
Starting with the 2007 session, a minimum of 3 applicants 
will be needed for the course to take place. 
Please make a note of it. For information on prerequisites, 
please inquire with us. 

to make copies.

New staff in the International Dept. 
Welcome to Keiko Ishii Sohkna, Nana Maru member 
who joined the int. dept. on March 1. 
Keiko spent a long time in Africa and her heart is truly 
with the African people. With her husband Dioudiou, 
from Senegal, she plans to develop peace activities in Sen-
egal and other countries in the future. 
I always enjoyed the picture of Keiko and the children in 
a Liberian Refugee Camp on the border of Ghana and 
Liberia, taken 2 years ago during our NM visit to Af-
rica. Arigatoo Keiko. May peace be in Africa, May Africa  
mission be accomplished. 

Where does one start when trying to relate one’s initial 
impressions of Fuji Sanctuary. ? My pilgrimage began be-
fore I even got to Japan. Actually it was quite an accom-
plishment for me to even get on the plane! ( I had a slight 
phobia of flying , an understatement). As the plane took 
off I listened to Touitsu playing in my ear. I felt the g-force 
and the butterflies and kept repeating to myself“I am one 
with the Universe. I am in one with all living things.” As I 
relaxed my stomach and my mind, I realized that I could 
change the fearful thoughts into ones of excitement and 
joy. And you know what? I overcame the fear and even ven 
felt quite comfortable. What an achievement! I did feel 
very strongly that Goi Sensei and Masami Sensei were 
with me all the way, supporting me with their love.

Babs O’Connor from 
Brisbane and Regine 
Votteler from Ger-
many shared the ALT 
experience with me 
and also shared accom-
modation at a quaint 
dairy/motel complex. 
We were gifted with 
a view of Mt. Fuji, in 
all its guises, every day 
from our windows. I am 
truly grateful for their 
generosity of spirit and 
friendship.

The same can be said of everyone at Byakko, especially 
the International Dept. They worked so hard and tirelessly 
throughout our time at Fuji. I think of them now with 
much fondness and deep gratitude. We were never in need 
of anything. Everything was thought of and provided for, 
without us even thinking of it. It is unfair to single people 
out as everyone contributes in some way, most important-
ly in prayer.

Some aspects of the training was intense and quite per-
sonally challenging, as I faced my fears, self-doubts and 
physical capabilities. I now have a much deeper admira-
tion of the training the Nana Maru endure and apprecia-
tion of the strength of will/mind they possess to remain 
focused and in oneness.

Included in the training were lectures, learning new 
Ins and fine-tuning ones we already new, mandala writ-
ing, writing The Creed in Japanese, fasting, The Seven 
Stations, meditation in The Pyramid, touitsu, touitsu and 
more touitsu!

I thoroughly enjoyed the whole ALC. The training at 
home before going to Japan, kept me focused on my daily 
spiritual practices and helped to integrate truth, energy 

My Training at Fuji Sanctuary —by Sil-
vana Benacchio, International Lecturer

Silvana and Babs, Brisbane Australia 

Keiko and children at a Liberian Refugee Camp, Accra Ghana
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and spirit into my life.
The day of the Purification Ceremony was very excit-

ing. The Sanctuary was abuzz with thousands of people, 
some of whom came up to us and greeted us with bless-
ings and words of infinite bright thoughts. Although at 
first I thought that they thought we were novices and they 
were trying to teach us the IN!

Words cannot fully describe the Ceremony or the depth 
of emotion it stirred. It really has to be experienced. Suf-
fice to say it was extremely powerful and sublime.

Our Jenny put in 
her very concen-
trated and powerful 
energy into the cer-
emony and Masami 
Sensei gave a very 
moving speech. I’m 
sorry but you’ll have 
to see the video of the 
Ceremony because 
there is too much 
to say and words are 
inadequate for me at 
this time!

The following is a 
journal entry I made 
after time spent in 
the Pyramid. I was walking back down the wooded hill, 
past the Seven Stations. It was a beautifully warm, sunny, 
still day.  It was also after I had many days experiencing 
the love and joy of those around me.

Heaven is already on earth! It is simple to see and ex-
perience.  Everyone just needs to think and act like it is a 
reality and it will automatically be so. I should say it is so, 
we just close ourselves off to it. If we open our minds and 
hearts and think, speak and act with love, peace and re-
spect to all humanity (people, animals and environment), 
we will experience heaven. We will come to know the di-
vinity within ourselves and all humanity.

I experienced this at Fuji Sanctuary. The Sanctuary 
shows that heaven on 
earth is possible. It 
is almost here. Those 
at the Sanctuary live 
each moment with 
love, peace and posi-
tive thoughts, words 
and actions. With this 
attitude and the many 
prayers offered, it is a 
sublime, profound, 

sacred place, resonating with a strong, vibrant, palpable 
yet peaceful energy, which resonates throughout the Sanc-
tuary.

The trees and plants were pulsating with this high en-
ergy, the colours of the flowers were intense and they were 

shining their faces up at me as if to say, “Here I am. I am a 
gift of beauty for you to enjoy.” The many butterflies flew 
right around me as if dancing with me and when they 
alighted upon a bush, they kept very still and seemed to be 
happy for me to touch them.They were not afraid.

There were also many beautiful spiders sitting upon 
their webs. I admired them very closely, and I am sure if I 
had absolutely no fear I could have touched them without 
being harmed. But my thoughts stopped me short.

Yes, my Fuji experience showed me heaven on earth is 
possible and is manifesting. 
Infinite peace. Infinite beauty. Infinite Love.
Infinite gratitude.
 

Allanton Sanctuary, Goshinji March 3, 
2006
On March 3, NM members (9) and International Lec-
turers (3) who had gathered at Allanton for a planned 
meeting concerning the initial logistics for May 20, 
2007 event, were overjoyed when from Masami Sensei 
came a fax with specific instructions on how to perform 
a special Goshinji by the Pyramid at Allanton. Among 
the 7 magnetic fields that Masami Sensei refers to in her 
speeches, Allanton is the second most elevated after Fuji 
Sanctuary. 
The purpose of the Goshinji she told us, was to help raise 
the dimension of the sanctuary, thus Europe.
After the Pyramid was installed in 1998, Masami Sen-
sei explained that its most important ‘mission’ was to help 
clear the religious karma of the European continent. 
Since then, the dimension of the sanctuary with the mar-
velous activities taking place there, has steadily raised and 
the shift in energy over the years has been very palpable.
Fumi translated the fax and the instructions carefully and 
after all had gathered, we proceeded to the Pyramid. 
Though sunny , the weather was cold, with some icy gusts 
of wind, which no one seemed to notice as we began re-
hearsing the various aspects of the Goshinji. 
Once we all felt comfortable and confident with the vari-
ous steps, we proceeded with it . We were by the Pyramid 
for over one hour or more. By the time we completed the 
task, we felt exhilarated and almost overwhelmed, feeling 
something very BIG had just taken place ,this at many 
levels. After a session of hugs and then more hugs !! the 
cold wind reminded us that it was time to go, and we all 
ran back to the warm and welcoming Allanton kitchen for 
a hot cup of tea. 
It was the first time the NM were asked by Masami Sen-
sei to lead such a Goshinji, on their own that is, and per-
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The Goi Peace Foundation
& The World Peace Prayer Society 

The Wisdom of Masahisa Goi

Prayer is not something that 
you do with tension or strain. 

Just pray with an airy feeling: ‘May 
Peace Prevail on Earth.’ Leave ev-
erything up to God, since you know 
that the physical ‘you’ can do noth-
ing at all on its own. Just pray, that 
is all. Entrust everything to divinity 
with a feeling of thankfulness. 

Live in prayer without attaching 
yourself to prayer; live in light 

without attaching yourself to light.
From “I Heard It Like This” compiled by Mr. Hideo Takahas. The 
book is now available. Please check byakkopress.org

This Newsletter is available in English only. Anyone interested, 
please feel free to translate any parts of it into other languages. The 
NL can be viewed on the web site, in color! 
Thank you. — Nicole, Taku, Keiko and Kai
♼ Fuji Sanctuary Newsletter is printed on recycled paper. 

sonally I felt as if I were at the Fuji Sanctuary with the 
staff, performing a special task, as we often do. No ques-
tion were asked, only complete harmony and a oneness of 
heart and purpose. 
We received confirmation the next day that the dimension 
was raised to 3.5 at the Sanctuary, and that more work 
would be done from Fuji Sanctuary, during the March 
5th ceremony. We aligned with Japan and had a powerful 
Prayer-Link IN from Allanton on the night of the 4th 
(2am Scotland time). We received a fax informing us that 
after the coordinated work at Fuji Sanctuary and our work 
the day before, the dimension of Europe in general had 
risen to 3.75. Infinite joy, accomplishment, bliss, filled us 
all. Infinitely powerful experience. —by Nicole B. Cressiot 

Something very special is happening in 
the Warsaw prison, Poland. 
Jacek Kozlowski, Nana Maru member, Byakko staff in 
Eastern Europe, has been connected with the movement 
of prayer for world peace since 1990. After graduating the 
NM training ten years ago, Jacek has been focusing on the 
development of Byakko activities in the Warsaw commu-
nity. Drawing on his many years of Buddhist studies and 
practice, as well as his studies of various healing modali-
ties including Reiki and Chi Gong, Jacek put together a 
program introducing meditation, IN and Mandalas to the 
staff at the Warsaw prison. If all went well, he would start 
teaching the same program to a specific group of inmates. 
The staff enjoyed it very much, and so starting in the fall of 
last year, Jacek began his voluntary meetings with a group 
of 14 inmates, on a twice a week basis 

On their recent trip to Warsaw, Mr. Yoshioka and Mr. Akiyama 
visited the prison and shared prayer and IN with the group.

The inmates are heavy offenders, and most of them are 
serving life sentences. 
“It was a big surprise to me that my presentation of IN and 
Mandala attracted much interest there. These activities are 
important to me in my process of self-knowledge, as well as 
the perception of the divinity in each and every human be-
ing, even murderers (infinite peace), whom I also meet in my 
classes.”
The inmates loved the classes and the staff did too ! Jacek 
has been asked to continue with the program. Recently he 
has been invited to do a presentation at another prison ! 
Infinite Light, infinite Love. Jinrui Soku Kami Nari. 

Delightful small 
Peace Pole ! (Ida-
ho) Peace Pole in 
the most unusual 
spot, by a missile !! 
(Pakistan) Though 
silent, Peace Poles 
are the most vis-
ible international 
peace symbols 
on the earth. You 
can make your 
own Peace Pole or order 
it from the various peace 
pole makers
Earth Day, April 22 is al-
ways a wonderful occasion 
to dedicate or re-dedicate 
a Peace Pole. Check the 
WPPS web sites for more 
information on this vast 
network of light, world-
wide. 
US: www.worldpeace.org, 
UK: www.wppsallanton.btinternet.co.uk , Germany: www.
worldpeace.de, Chile: www.pazmundial.com

Do we have your correct address? Do you want to con-
tinue receiving the Newsletter? We automatically 

delete all returned mail from the data base. Please, do let 
us know if you are moving and wish to remain on the list. 
Please e-mail to: kai@byakko.org or keiko@byakko.org. 
With infinite gratitude.


